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in the fourth mystery in philip kerr s new york times bestselling series bernie gunther a former policeman and reluctant ss offier attempts to
start over in the aftermath of world war 2 and quickly learns that the past is never far behind you berlin 1949 amid the chaos of defeat
germany is a place of dirty deals rampant greed and fleeing nazis for bernie gunther berlin has become far too dangerous after being forced to
serve in the ss in the killing fields of ukraine bernie has moved to munich to reestablish himself as a private investigator business is slow and
his funds are dwindling when a woman hires him to investigate her husband s disappearance no she doesn t want him back he s a war criminal she
merely wants confirmation that he is dead it s a simple job but in postwar germany nothing is simple nothing is what it appears to be accepting
the case bernie takes on far more than he d bargained for and before long he is on the run facing enemies from every side berlin noir the first
three thrillers in the internationally acclaimed and bestselling bernie gunther series ex policeman bernie gunther thought he d seen everything
on the streets of 1930s berlin but then the nazis came to power and bernie realised the most dangerous criminals were the ones in charge the
greatest anti hero ever written lee child march violets hired by a wealthy industrialist to investigate the murder of his daughter and her
husband bernie finds himself drawn into the lethal internal politics of the nazi party when hermann goering himself calls bernie in with a task
for him that throws his existing case into a whole new light he must weigh up his hatred of the nazis against his desire to live the pale
criminal five german schoolgirls are missing four have been found dead victims of horrific ritual murders bernie gunther is reluctant to
investigate but when reynhard heydrich gives you an order you obey it if you want to stay alive what bernie discovers is far worse than a
lone madman an occult conspiracy at the very heart of the nazi party a german requiem postwar vienna was supposed to be somewhere quiet
for bernie to lie low then he is asked to clear an old kripo colleague s name of murder this man belonged to a secret society of nazi hunters
and before he knows it bernie is face to face with men who have been presumed dead for years they got away with their crimes once bernie will
see it doesn t happen again argentina 1950 bernie gunther arrives in buenos aires only to be caught up in the hunt for a killer a young girl has
been murdered in circumstances that strongly resemble those of bernie s final case as a berlin homicide detective a case he didn t solve the
local chief of police is convinced that the killer is to be found among the several thousand ex nazis who have come to argentina since 1945
so who better than bernie gunther to help track him down bernie gunther enters a dangerous battleground when he investigates crimes on the
eastern front at the height of world war 2 in this gripping historical mystery from new york times bestselling author philip kerr berlin 1943
a month has passed since stalingrad though hitler insists germany is winning the war morale is low and commanders on the ground know
better then berlin learns of a red massacre of polish troops near smolensk russia in a rare instance of agreement both the wehrmacht and
propaganda minister goebbels want irrefutable evidence of this russian atrocity and so bernie gunther is dispatched in smolensk bernie finds an
enclave of prussian aristocrats who look down at the wise cracking rough edged berlin bull but bernie doesn t care about fitting in he only
wants to uncover the identity of a savage killer before becoming a victim himself hard boiled detective bernie gunther takes on a depraved
serial killer terrorizing 1930 s berlin in the second gripping mystery in philip kerr s new york times bestselling series in the sweltering summer
heat wave of 1938 the german people anxiously await the outcome of the munich conference wondering whether hitler will plunge europe
into another war meanwhile private investigator bernie gunther has taken on two cases involving blackmail the first victim is a rich widow
the second is bernie himself having been caught framing an innocent jew for a series of vicious murders the kripo the berlin criminal police are
intent on locating the real killer and aren t above blackmailing their former colleague to get the job done temporarily promoted to the rank
of kommissar bernie sets out to solve the dual mysteries and begins an investigation that will expose him to the darkest depths of humanity
detective bernie gunther navigates two corrupt regimes in this richly satisfying mystery that evokes the noir sensibilities of raymond
chandler and ross macdonald while breaking new ground of its own los angeles times berlin 1934 former policeman bernie gunther now a hotel
detective finds himself caught between warring factions of the nazi apparatus as hitler and avery brundage the head of the u s olympic
committee connive to soft pedal nazi anti semitism before the 1936 olympiad havana 1954 batista aided by the cia has just seized power
castro is in prison and the american mafia is gaining a stranglehold on cuba s exploding gaming and prostitution industries bernie after being
kicked out of buenos aires has resurfaced with a relatively peaceful new life but he discovers that he cannot truly outrun his past when he
collides with an old love and a vicious killer from his berlin days in this riveting historical mystery novel from new york times bestselling
author philip kerr bernie gunther trails a serial killer in 1950 s buenos aires buenos aires 1950 after being falsely accused of war crimes
bernie gunther like the nazis he has always despised has been offered a new life and a clean passport by the per�n government but the tough
fast talking ex berlin detective doesn t have the luxury of laying low the local police pressure bernie into taking on a case in which a girl
has turned up gruesomely mutilated what s more her murder just might be linked to a missing german banker s daughter and a long unsolved
case bernie worked back in berlin before the war after all the scum of the earth has been washing up on argentina s shores state licensed
murderers and torturers so why couldn t a serial killer be among them when his cover is blown former berlin bull and unwilling ss officer
bernie gunther must re enter a cat and mouse game that continues to shadow his life a decade after germany s defeat in world war 2 the
french riviera 1956 bernie s old and dangerous adversary erich mielke deputy head of the east german stasi has turned up in nice and he s not
on holiday mielke is calling in a debt and wants bernie to travel to london to poison a female agent they ve both had dealings with but bernie
isn t keen on assassinating anyone in an attempt to dodge his stasi handler former kripo comrade friedrich korsch bernie bolts for the german
border traveling by night and hiding by day he has plenty of time to recall the last case he and korsch worked together obersalzberg germany
1939 a low level bureaucrat has been found dead at hitler s mountaintop retreat in bavaria bernie and korsch have one week to find the
killer before the leader of the third reich arrives to celebrate his fiftieth birthday bernie knows it would mean disaster if hitler discovers a
shocking murder has been committed on the terrace of his own home but obersalzberg is also home to an elite nazi community meaning an even
bigger disaster for bernie if his investigation takes aim at one of the party s higher ups 1939 and 1956 two different eras about to converge
in an explosion bernie gunther will never forget one of the greatest anti heroes ever written lee child bernie gunther has learned the hard way
that there s no way to distinguish the one from the other the cynical p i sees through the deceit and hypocrisy of both friend and foe a
lifesaving skill in postwar germany munich 1949 is home to all the backstabbing intrigue that prospers in the aftermath of war a place
where a private eye can find a lot of not quite reputable work cleaning up the nazi past of well to do locals abetting fugitives in the flight
abroad sorting out rival claims to stolen goods it s work that fills bernie with disgust but it also fills his sorely depleted wallet then a
woman seeks him out her husband has disappeared she s not looking to get him back he s a wanted man who ran one of the most vicious
concentration camps in poland she just wants confirmation that he s dead it s a simple enough job but in post war germany nothing is simple
former detective and reluctant ss officer bernie gunther must infiltrate a brutal world of spies partisan terrorists and high level traitors in
this clever and compelling the daily beast new york times bestseller from philip kerr berlin 1941 bernie is back from the eastern front once
again working homicide in berlin s kripo and answering to reinhard heydrich a man he both detests and fears heydrich has been newly named
reichsprotector of czechoslovakia tipped off that there is an assassin in his midst he orders bernie to join him at his country estate outside
prague where he has invited some of the third reich s most odious officials to celebrate his new appointment one of them is the would be
assassin bernie can think of better ways to spend a beautiful autumn weekend but as he says you don t say no to heydrich and live when
bernie gunther takes on a blackmail case and gets involved in the affairs of british spies the former detective risks exposing his own dark past
in this thrilling novel hailed by the new york times book review as one of kerr s best saint jean cap ferrat 1956 having gone into hiding in the
french riviera bernie gunther is working as a concierge at the grand h�tel under a false name his days and nights consist of maneuvering drunks
to their rooms shooing away prostitutes in search of trade and answering the mindless questions posed by the absurdly rich guests needless
to say he s miserable now the man who was once a homicide detective and unwilling ss officer in hitler s third reich is simply the person you
turn to for touring tips or if you need a bridge partner as it just so happens a rich and famous writer needs someone to fill the fourth seat in
a regular game at the villa mauresque but somerset maugham wants bernie to help him get out of a game far more dangerous than bridge
maugham is being blackmailed perhaps because of his unorthodox lifestyle or perhaps because once upon a time maugham worked for the british
secret service this edgar award nominated novel in philip kerr s new york times bestselling bernie gunther series reveals the cynical hard boiled
detective s harrowing history as an unwilling ss officer in world war 2 during his eleven years working homicide in berlin s kripo bernie gunther
learned a thing or two about evil then he set himself up as a private detective until 1940 when heydrich dragooned him into the ss s field
gray uniform and the bloodbath that was the eastern front spanning twenty five tumultuous years field gray strides across the killing
fields of europe landing bernie in a divided germany at the height of the cold war revealing a treacherous world where the ends justify the
means and no one can be trusted metropolis is a perfect goodbye and first hello to its hero bernie gunther has at last come home washington
post new york times bestselling author philip kerr treats readers to his beloved hero s origins exploring bernie gunther s first weeks on berlin
s murder squad summer 1928 berlin a city where nothing is verboten in the night streets political gangs wander looking for fights daylight
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reveals a beleaguered populace barely recovering from the postwar inflation often jobless reeling from the reparations imposed by the
victors at central police hq the murder commission has its hands full a killer is on the loose and though he scatters many clues each is a
dead end it s almost as if he is taunting the cops meanwhile the press is having a field day this is what bernie gunther finds on his first day
with the murder commisson he s been taken on beacuse the people at the top have noticed him they think he has the makings of a first rate
detective but not just yet right now he has to listen and learn metropolis completed just before philip kerr s untimely death is the capstone
of a fourteen book journey through the life of kerr s signature character bernhard genther a sardonic and wisecracking homicide detective
caught up in an increasingly nazified berlin police department in many ways it is bernie s origin story and as kerr s last novel it is also alas
his end metropolis is also a tour of a city in chaos of its seedy sideshows and sex clubs of the underground gangs that run its rackets and
its bewildered citizens the lost the homeless the abandoned it is berlin as it edges toward the new world order that hitler will soo usher in
and bernie he s a quick study and he s learning a lot including to his chagrin that when push comes to shove he isn t much better than the
gangsters in doing whatever her must to get what he wants it s 1956 and bernie gunther is on the run ordered by erich mielke deputy head of
the east german stasi to murder bernie s former lover by thallium poisoning he finds his conscience is stronger than his desire not to be
murdered in turn now he must stay one step ahead of mielke s retribution the man mielke has sent to hunt him is an ex kripo colleague and as
bernie pushes towards germany he recalls their last case together in 1939 bernie was summoned by reinhard heydrich to the berghof hitler s
mountain home in obersalzberg a low level german bureaucrat had been murdered and the reichstag deputy martin bormann in charge of
overseeing renovations to the berghof wants the case solved quickly if the fuhrer were ever to find out that his own house had been the
scene of a recent murder the consequences wouldn t bear thinking about an npr book of the year a crime reads best crime book of 2018 a
vicious murder puts bernie gunther on the trail of world war 2 criminals in greece in this riveting historical thriller in philip kerr s new york
times bestselling series munich 1956 bernie gunther has a new name a chip on his shoulder and a dead end career when an old friend arrives to
repay a debt and encourages christoph ganz to take a job as a claims adjuster in a major german insurance company with a client in athens
greece under the cover of his new identity bernie begins to investigate a claim by siegfried witzel a brutish former wehrmacht soldier who
served in greece during the war witzel s claimed losses are large and even worse they may be the stolen spoils of greek jews deported to
auschwitz but when bernie tries to confront witzel he finds that someone else has gotten to him first leaving a corpse in his place enter
lieutenant leventis who recognizes in this case the highly grotesque style of a killer he investigated during the height of the war back then a
young leventis suspected an s s officer whose connection to the german government made him untouchable he s kept that man s name in his
memory all these years waiting for his second chance at justice working together leventis and bernie hope to put their cases new and old to
bed but there s a much more sinister truth to acknowledge a killer has returned to athens one who may have never left in this edgar award
nominated novel in philip kerr s new york times bestselling series former detective and unwilling ss officer bernie gunther is on the hunt for a
beautiful femme fatale berlin 1942 three players take the stage the first a gorgeous actress the rising star of a giant german film company
controlled by the propaganda ministry the second the very clever very dangerous propaganda minister joseph goebbels a close confidant of
hitler ambitious schemer and flagrant libertine finally there s bernie gunther a former berlin homicide bull now forced to run errands at the
propaganda minister s command when goebbels tasks bernie with finding the woman the press have dubbed the german garbo his errand takes him
from zurich to zagreb to the killing fields of croatia it is there that bernie finds himself in a world of mindless brutality where everyone has a
hidden agenda perfect territory for a true cynic whose instinct is to trust no one post world war 2 bernie gunther investigates the murder
of an american nazi hunter amongst the ruins of the third reich in this riveting thriller in philip kerr s bestselling historical mystery series
vienna 1947 bernie gunther had his first brush with evil as a policeman in 1930s berlin and came to know it intimately as a private eye under
the nazis when each case drew him deeper into the enormities of the regime now the war is over and bernie is in vienna trying to clear an old
friend and ex kripo colleague of the murder of an american officer amid decaying imperial splendor bernie traces concentric circles of evil that
lead him to a former head of the gestapo and to a legacy that makes the atrocities of the war seem lily white in comparison acclaimed for his
historical mysteries the new york times bestselling author of the bernie gunther series seamlessly shifts to a present day setting in this
intense psychological thriller gil martins an agent with the fbi s domestic terrorism unit in houston sees the violence wrought by extremists
of all kinds gil has always been on the side of justice until he learns something that shakes his faith in the system in himself and in god
desperate he prays begging to know god is there when a serial killer begins targeting the morally righteous at the same time that a number of
secular icons come under attack gil realizes that his prayers are being answered in a most terrifying way acclaimed for his historical
mysteries the new york times bestselling author of the bernie gunther series seamlessly shifts to a present day setting in this intense
psychological thriller gil martins an agent with the fbi s domestic terrorism unit in houston sees the violence wrought by extremists of all
kinds gil has always been on the side of justice until he learns something that shakes his faith in the system in himself and in god desperate he
prays begging to know god is there when a serial killer begins targeting the morally righteous at the same time that a number of secular
icons come under attack gil realizes that his prayers are being answered in a most terrifying way if you want to write a murder mystery you
have to do some research in a luxury flat in monaco john houston s supermodel wife lies in bed a bullet in her skull houston is the world s
most successful novelist the playboy head of a literary empire that produces far more books than he could ever actually write now the
man who has invented hundreds of best selling killings is wanted for a real murder and on the run from the police his life transformed into
something out of one of his books and in london the ghostwriter who is really behind those books has some questions for him too the prague
fatale is bernie gunther s eighth outing set in prague in 1942 it delivers all the fast paced and quick witted action that we have come to
expect from philip kerr it is an outstanding thriller by a writer at the top of his game it is 1956 on the french riviera a world weary bernie
gunther is working as concierge at the grand hotel st jean cap ferrat living under a false name the riviera retains its louche glamour even in
these gloomy post war years a sunny place for shady people bernie plays bridge to stave off boredom and misses his old detective life then his
past walks through the door in the shape of harold hennig a former captain in the nazi security service bernie never forgets a face especially
when it belongs to a mass murderer who in 1945 was responsible for the deaths of thousands among them a woman bernie loved since the war
hennig has enjoyed a lucrative career as a blackmailer hennig s target on the cote d azur is a famous resident with a dark past and plenty to
hide the writer somerset maugham bernie gunther is back on the mean streets of berlin with his new partner bruno stahlecker another ex police
officer but on a seemingly straightforward stakeout bruno is killed and bernie suddenly finds himself tapped for a much bigger job a serial sex
murderer is killing aryan teenage girls in berlin and what s worse he s making utter fools of the police gunther is forced to accept a
temporary post in obergruppenfuehrer reinhard heydrich s state security service with a team of men underneath him tasked purely with hunting
the killer but can he trust his team any more than he can trust his superiors three outstanding historical thrillers in one superb volume
treat yourself to the further adventures of bernie gunther the iconic detective one of the greatest anti heroes ever written lee child kerr s
bernie gunther novels are modern classics simon sebag montefiore the one from the other munich 1949 amid the chaos of defeat it s home to
all the backstabbing intrigue that prospers in the aftermath of war a place where a private eye can find a lot of not quite reputable work it
s work that fills bernie with disgust but it also fills his sorely depleted wallet then a woman seeks him out her husband has disappeared she
s not looking to get him back he s a monster she just wants confirmation that he s dead it s a simple enough job but in post war germany
nothing is simple a quiet flame posing as an escaping nazi war criminal bernie gunther arrives in buenos aires and having revealed his real
identity to the local chief of police discovers that his reputation as a detective goes before him a young girl has been murdered in
circumstances that strongly resemble bernie s final case as a homicide detective with the berlin police a case he had failed to solve the chief
of police suspects that the murderer may be one of thousands of ex nazis who have fetched up in argentina since 1945 who better therefore
than bernie gunther to help him track that murderer down if the dead rise not winner of the cwa historical dagger berlin 1934 the nazis have
been in power for just eighteen months but already germany has seen some frightening changes as the city prepares to host the 1936 olympics
jews are being expelled from all german sporting organisations a blatant example of discrimination forced to resign as a homicide detective
bernie is now house detective at the famous adlon hotel two bodies are found one a businessman and the other a jewish boxer as bernie digs to
discover who killed them he unearths a plot that finds its violent conclusion twenty years later in pre revolutionary cuba one of the
greatest anti heroes ever written lee child as berlin prepares for the 1936 olympic games bernie is caught between violently opposing
factions in a story that comes full circle in 1950s cuba berlin 1934 the nazis have been in power for just eighteen months but already
germany has seen some frightening changes as the city prepares to host the 1936 olympics jews are being expelled from all german sporting
organisations a blatant example of discrimination forced to resign as a homicide detective with berlin s criminal police bernie is now house
detective at the famous adlon hotel two bodies are found one a businessman and the other a jewish boxer as bernie digs to unearth the truth
he discovers a vast labour and construction racket designed to take advantage of the huge sums the nazis are spending to showcase the new
germany to the world it is a plot that finds its dramatic and violent conclusion twenty years later in pre revolutionary cuba bernie
gunther kerr s beloved protagonist takes center stage in this fast paced twist filled historical thriller that turns his acclaimed german
trilogy into a surprise laden quartet in 1941 prague private detective bernie gunther must sort through a roomful of murderous high
ranking nazi party members to discover who killed a young member of reinhard heydrich s staff by the author of field gray bernie gunther has
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been arrested and imprisoned on the isle of pines cuba the year is 1954 there he meets castro and a french intelligence officer thibaud who
liaises between the cia and french intelligence bernie finds himself flown back to berlin and another prison cell with a proposition work for the
french or hang for murder back cover ex policeman bernie gunther thought he d seen everything on the streets of 1930s berlin but then he went
freelance and each case he tackled sucked him further into the grisly excesses of nazi subculture and even after the war amidst the decayed
imperial splendour of vienna bernie uncovered a legacy that made the wartime atrocities look lily white in comparison page 4 of cover in
1942 there are many worse places to be than zurich and detective bernie gunther has seen his fair share of them so when a superior asks him to
track down a glamorous german actress believed to be hiding in zurich he takes the job not that he has much choice the superior is goebbels
himself soon bernie finds himself involved in something much more sinister the actress it emerges is the daughter of a fanatical croatian fascist
the sadistic commandant of a notorious concentration camp and the swiss police have a cold case that they want bernie to take a look at
one that seems to have connections to some powerful people back in the reich the lady from zagreb is another inimitable bernie gunther
investigation from philip kerr a rich dark and fast paced adventure of a nightmarish time and a lonely indomitable hero the first novel in philip
kerr s acclaimed historical mystery series when private investigator bernie gunther agrees to track down some stolen jewels his search takes
him down the dangerous streets of pre world war 2 berlin and into the path of the most influential players in nazi germany wisecracking cop
turned private investigator bernie gunther specializes in missing persons and as the third reich s power has grown bernie has become a very busy
man but as he takes on cases involving millionaire industrialists stolen diamonds and hitler s most powerful cronies bernie finds himself mired
in the brutality and corruption of a country on the brink of war hard hitting fast paced and richly detailed march violets is noir writing at
its blackest and best one of the greatest anti heroes ever written lee child snap up all 14 novels in the bestselling bernie gunther series in one
great value volume ex policeman bernie gunther thought he d seen everything on the streets of 1930s berlin but then the nazis came to power
and bernie realised the most dangerous criminals were the ones in charge follow the tough sharp witted detective as he investigates serial
killings political assassination blackmail and war crimes in germany and beyond praise for philip kerr kerr s bernie gunther novels are modern
classics simon sebag montefiore kerr leads us through the facts of history and the vagaries of human nature tom hanks one of the greatest
master story tellers in english alan furst one of the most memorable and original characters the sunday times bitterly darkly funny sunday
herald the prague fatale is bernie gunther s eighth outing set in prague in 1942 it delivers all the fast paced and quick witted action that we
have come to expect from philip kerr it is an outstanding thriller by a writer at the top of his game this book represents the first extended
consideration of contemporary crime fiction as a european phenomenon understanding crime fiction in its broadest sense as a transmedia
practice and offering unique insights into this practice in specific european countries and as a genuinely transcontinental endeavour this book
argues that the distinctiveness of the form can be found in its related historical and political inquiries it asks how the genre s excavation of
europe s history of violence and protest in the twentieth century is informed by contemporary political questions it also considers how the
genre s progressive reimagining of new identities forged at the crossroads of ethnicity gender and sexuality is offset by its bleaker assessment
of the corrosive effects of entrenched social inequalities political corruption and state violence the result is a rich vibrant collection
that shows how crime fiction can help us better understand the complex relationship between europe s past present and future seven
chapters are available open access under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com
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The One from the Other 2009-02-03 in the fourth mystery in philip kerr s new york times bestselling series bernie gunther a former policeman
and reluctant ss offier attempts to start over in the aftermath of world war 2 and quickly learns that the past is never far behind you
berlin 1949 amid the chaos of defeat germany is a place of dirty deals rampant greed and fleeing nazis for bernie gunther berlin has become far
too dangerous after being forced to serve in the ss in the killing fields of ukraine bernie has moved to munich to reestablish himself as a
private investigator business is slow and his funds are dwindling when a woman hires him to investigate her husband s disappearance no she
doesn t want him back he s a war criminal she merely wants confirmation that he is dead it s a simple job but in postwar germany nothing is
simple nothing is what it appears to be accepting the case bernie takes on far more than he d bargained for and before long he is on the run
facing enemies from every side
The Berlin Noir Series 2017-11-23 berlin noir the first three thrillers in the internationally acclaimed and bestselling bernie gunther series ex
policeman bernie gunther thought he d seen everything on the streets of 1930s berlin but then the nazis came to power and bernie realised the
most dangerous criminals were the ones in charge the greatest anti hero ever written lee child march violets hired by a wealthy industrialist
to investigate the murder of his daughter and her husband bernie finds himself drawn into the lethal internal politics of the nazi party when
hermann goering himself calls bernie in with a task for him that throws his existing case into a whole new light he must weigh up his hatred of
the nazis against his desire to live the pale criminal five german schoolgirls are missing four have been found dead victims of horrific ritual
murders bernie gunther is reluctant to investigate but when reynhard heydrich gives you an order you obey it if you want to stay alive
what bernie discovers is far worse than a lone madman an occult conspiracy at the very heart of the nazi party a german requiem postwar
vienna was supposed to be somewhere quiet for bernie to lie low then he is asked to clear an old kripo colleague s name of murder this man
belonged to a secret society of nazi hunters and before he knows it bernie is face to face with men who have been presumed dead for years they
got away with their crimes once bernie will see it doesn t happen again
A Quiet Flame 2008-10-02 argentina 1950 bernie gunther arrives in buenos aires only to be caught up in the hunt for a killer a young girl
has been murdered in circumstances that strongly resemble those of bernie s final case as a berlin homicide detective a case he didn t solve the
local chief of police is convinced that the killer is to be found among the several thousand ex nazis who have come to argentina since 1945
so who better than bernie gunther to help track him down
A Man Without Breath 2013-04-16 bernie gunther enters a dangerous battleground when he investigates crimes on the eastern front at the
height of world war 2 in this gripping historical mystery from new york times bestselling author philip kerr berlin 1943 a month has passed
since stalingrad though hitler insists germany is winning the war morale is low and commanders on the ground know better then berlin learns
of a red massacre of polish troops near smolensk russia in a rare instance of agreement both the wehrmacht and propaganda minister goebbels
want irrefutable evidence of this russian atrocity and so bernie gunther is dispatched in smolensk bernie finds an enclave of prussian
aristocrats who look down at the wise cracking rough edged berlin bull but bernie doesn t care about fitting in he only wants to uncover
the identity of a savage killer before becoming a victim himself
The Pale Criminal 2005-06-28 hard boiled detective bernie gunther takes on a depraved serial killer terrorizing 1930 s berlin in the second
gripping mystery in philip kerr s new york times bestselling series in the sweltering summer heat wave of 1938 the german people anxiously
await the outcome of the munich conference wondering whether hitler will plunge europe into another war meanwhile private investigator
bernie gunther has taken on two cases involving blackmail the first victim is a rich widow the second is bernie himself having been caught
framing an innocent jew for a series of vicious murders the kripo the berlin criminal police are intent on locating the real killer and aren t
above blackmailing their former colleague to get the job done temporarily promoted to the rank of kommissar bernie sets out to solve the
dual mysteries and begins an investigation that will expose him to the darkest depths of humanity
If the Dead Rise Not 2010-03-18 detective bernie gunther navigates two corrupt regimes in this richly satisfying mystery that evokes the
noir sensibilities of raymond chandler and ross macdonald while breaking new ground of its own los angeles times berlin 1934 former
policeman bernie gunther now a hotel detective finds himself caught between warring factions of the nazi apparatus as hitler and avery
brundage the head of the u s olympic committee connive to soft pedal nazi anti semitism before the 1936 olympiad havana 1954 batista aided
by the cia has just seized power castro is in prison and the american mafia is gaining a stranglehold on cuba s exploding gaming and
prostitution industries bernie after being kicked out of buenos aires has resurfaced with a relatively peaceful new life but he discovers that
he cannot truly outrun his past when he collides with an old love and a vicious killer from his berlin days
A Quiet Flame 2009-03-19 in this riveting historical mystery novel from new york times bestselling author philip kerr bernie gunther trails
a serial killer in 1950 s buenos aires buenos aires 1950 after being falsely accused of war crimes bernie gunther like the nazis he has always
despised has been offered a new life and a clean passport by the per�n government but the tough fast talking ex berlin detective doesn t have
the luxury of laying low the local police pressure bernie into taking on a case in which a girl has turned up gruesomely mutilated what s
more her murder just might be linked to a missing german banker s daughter and a long unsolved case bernie worked back in berlin before the war
after all the scum of the earth has been washing up on argentina s shores state licensed murderers and torturers so why couldn t a serial
killer be among them
Prussian Blue 2017-04-04 when his cover is blown former berlin bull and unwilling ss officer bernie gunther must re enter a cat and mouse
game that continues to shadow his life a decade after germany s defeat in world war 2 the french riviera 1956 bernie s old and dangerous
adversary erich mielke deputy head of the east german stasi has turned up in nice and he s not on holiday mielke is calling in a debt and wants
bernie to travel to london to poison a female agent they ve both had dealings with but bernie isn t keen on assassinating anyone in an
attempt to dodge his stasi handler former kripo comrade friedrich korsch bernie bolts for the german border traveling by night and hiding by
day he has plenty of time to recall the last case he and korsch worked together obersalzberg germany 1939 a low level bureaucrat has
been found dead at hitler s mountaintop retreat in bavaria bernie and korsch have one week to find the killer before the leader of the third
reich arrives to celebrate his fiftieth birthday bernie knows it would mean disaster if hitler discovers a shocking murder has been committed on
the terrace of his own home but obersalzberg is also home to an elite nazi community meaning an even bigger disaster for bernie if his
investigation takes aim at one of the party s higher ups 1939 and 1956 two different eras about to converge in an explosion bernie gunther
will never forget
The One From The Other 2008-02-07 one of the greatest anti heroes ever written lee child bernie gunther has learned the hard way that
there s no way to distinguish the one from the other the cynical p i sees through the deceit and hypocrisy of both friend and foe a lifesaving
skill in postwar germany munich 1949 is home to all the backstabbing intrigue that prospers in the aftermath of war a place where a private
eye can find a lot of not quite reputable work cleaning up the nazi past of well to do locals abetting fugitives in the flight abroad sorting
out rival claims to stolen goods it s work that fills bernie with disgust but it also fills his sorely depleted wallet then a woman seeks him
out her husband has disappeared she s not looking to get him back he s a wanted man who ran one of the most vicious concentration camps in
poland she just wants confirmation that he s dead it s a simple enough job but in post war germany nothing is simple
Prague Fatale 2012-04-17 former detective and reluctant ss officer bernie gunther must infiltrate a brutal world of spies partisan
terrorists and high level traitors in this clever and compelling the daily beast new york times bestseller from philip kerr berlin 1941 bernie is
back from the eastern front once again working homicide in berlin s kripo and answering to reinhard heydrich a man he both detests and fears
heydrich has been newly named reichsprotector of czechoslovakia tipped off that there is an assassin in his midst he orders bernie to join him at
his country estate outside prague where he has invited some of the third reich s most odious officials to celebrate his new appointment one of
them is the would be assassin bernie can think of better ways to spend a beautiful autumn weekend but as he says you don t say no to
heydrich and live
The Other Side of Silence 2016-03-29 when bernie gunther takes on a blackmail case and gets involved in the affairs of british spies the
former detective risks exposing his own dark past in this thrilling novel hailed by the new york times book review as one of kerr s best saint
jean cap ferrat 1956 having gone into hiding in the french riviera bernie gunther is working as a concierge at the grand h�tel under a false
name his days and nights consist of maneuvering drunks to their rooms shooing away prostitutes in search of trade and answering the
mindless questions posed by the absurdly rich guests needless to say he s miserable now the man who was once a homicide detective and
unwilling ss officer in hitler s third reich is simply the person you turn to for touring tips or if you need a bridge partner as it just so happens
a rich and famous writer needs someone to fill the fourth seat in a regular game at the villa mauresque but somerset maugham wants bernie
to help him get out of a game far more dangerous than bridge maugham is being blackmailed perhaps because of his unorthodox lifestyle or
perhaps because once upon a time maugham worked for the british secret service
Field Gray 2011-04-14 this edgar award nominated novel in philip kerr s new york times bestselling bernie gunther series reveals the cynical
hard boiled detective s harrowing history as an unwilling ss officer in world war 2 during his eleven years working homicide in berlin s kripo
bernie gunther learned a thing or two about evil then he set himself up as a private detective until 1940 when heydrich dragooned him into the
ss s field gray uniform and the bloodbath that was the eastern front spanning twenty five tumultuous years field gray strides across the
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killing fields of europe landing bernie in a divided germany at the height of the cold war revealing a treacherous world where the ends justify
the means and no one can be trusted
Prussian Blue 2017-10-03 metropolis is a perfect goodbye and first hello to its hero bernie gunther has at last come home washington
post new york times bestselling author philip kerr treats readers to his beloved hero s origins exploring bernie gunther s first weeks on berlin
s murder squad summer 1928 berlin a city where nothing is verboten in the night streets political gangs wander looking for fights daylight
reveals a beleaguered populace barely recovering from the postwar inflation often jobless reeling from the reparations imposed by the
victors at central police hq the murder commission has its hands full a killer is on the loose and though he scatters many clues each is a
dead end it s almost as if he is taunting the cops meanwhile the press is having a field day this is what bernie gunther finds on his first day
with the murder commisson he s been taken on beacuse the people at the top have noticed him they think he has the makings of a first rate
detective but not just yet right now he has to listen and learn metropolis completed just before philip kerr s untimely death is the capstone
of a fourteen book journey through the life of kerr s signature character bernhard genther a sardonic and wisecracking homicide detective
caught up in an increasingly nazified berlin police department in many ways it is bernie s origin story and as kerr s last novel it is also alas
his end metropolis is also a tour of a city in chaos of its seedy sideshows and sex clubs of the underground gangs that run its rackets and
its bewildered citizens the lost the homeless the abandoned it is berlin as it edges toward the new world order that hitler will soo usher in
and bernie he s a quick study and he s learning a lot including to his chagrin that when push comes to shove he isn t much better than the
gangsters in doing whatever her must to get what he wants
Metropolis 2019-04-09 it s 1956 and bernie gunther is on the run ordered by erich mielke deputy head of the east german stasi to murder
bernie s former lover by thallium poisoning he finds his conscience is stronger than his desire not to be murdered in turn now he must stay one
step ahead of mielke s retribution the man mielke has sent to hunt him is an ex kripo colleague and as bernie pushes towards germany he recalls
their last case together in 1939 bernie was summoned by reinhard heydrich to the berghof hitler s mountain home in obersalzberg a low level
german bureaucrat had been murdered and the reichstag deputy martin bormann in charge of overseeing renovations to the berghof wants the
case solved quickly if the fuhrer were ever to find out that his own house had been the scene of a recent murder the consequences wouldn t
bear thinking about
Prussian blue 2018-04-03 an npr book of the year a crime reads best crime book of 2018 a vicious murder puts bernie gunther on the trail of
world war 2 criminals in greece in this riveting historical thriller in philip kerr s new york times bestselling series munich 1956 bernie gunther
has a new name a chip on his shoulder and a dead end career when an old friend arrives to repay a debt and encourages christoph ganz to take
a job as a claims adjuster in a major german insurance company with a client in athens greece under the cover of his new identity bernie begins
to investigate a claim by siegfried witzel a brutish former wehrmacht soldier who served in greece during the war witzel s claimed losses are
large and even worse they may be the stolen spoils of greek jews deported to auschwitz but when bernie tries to confront witzel he finds
that someone else has gotten to him first leaving a corpse in his place enter lieutenant leventis who recognizes in this case the highly
grotesque style of a killer he investigated during the height of the war back then a young leventis suspected an s s officer whose connection
to the german government made him untouchable he s kept that man s name in his memory all these years waiting for his second chance at
justice working together leventis and bernie hope to put their cases new and old to bed but there s a much more sinister truth to acknowledge
a killer has returned to athens one who may have never left
Greeks Bearing Gifts 2015-04-07 in this edgar award nominated novel in philip kerr s new york times bestselling series former detective and
unwilling ss officer bernie gunther is on the hunt for a beautiful femme fatale berlin 1942 three players take the stage the first a gorgeous
actress the rising star of a giant german film company controlled by the propaganda ministry the second the very clever very dangerous
propaganda minister joseph goebbels a close confidant of hitler ambitious schemer and flagrant libertine finally there s bernie gunther a former
berlin homicide bull now forced to run errands at the propaganda minister s command when goebbels tasks bernie with finding the woman the
press have dubbed the german garbo his errand takes him from zurich to zagreb to the killing fields of croatia it is there that bernie finds
himself in a world of mindless brutality where everyone has a hidden agenda perfect territory for a true cynic whose instinct is to trust no
one
The Lady from Zagreb 2006-08-29 post world war 2 bernie gunther investigates the murder of an american nazi hunter amongst the ruins of
the third reich in this riveting thriller in philip kerr s bestselling historical mystery series vienna 1947 bernie gunther had his first brush with
evil as a policeman in 1930s berlin and came to know it intimately as a private eye under the nazis when each case drew him deeper into the
enormities of the regime now the war is over and bernie is in vienna trying to clear an old friend and ex kripo colleague of the murder of an
american officer amid decaying imperial splendor bernie traces concentric circles of evil that lead him to a former head of the gestapo and to a
legacy that makes the atrocities of the war seem lily white in comparison
A German Requiem 2014-05-06 acclaimed for his historical mysteries the new york times bestselling author of the bernie gunther series
seamlessly shifts to a present day setting in this intense psychological thriller gil martins an agent with the fbi s domestic terrorism unit in
houston sees the violence wrought by extremists of all kinds gil has always been on the side of justice until he learns something that shakes
his faith in the system in himself and in god desperate he prays begging to know god is there when a serial killer begins targeting the morally
righteous at the same time that a number of secular icons come under attack gil realizes that his prayers are being answered in a most
terrifying way
Prayer 2015-04-07 acclaimed for his historical mysteries the new york times bestselling author of the bernie gunther series seamlessly
shifts to a present day setting in this intense psychological thriller gil martins an agent with the fbi s domestic terrorism unit in houston
sees the violence wrought by extremists of all kinds gil has always been on the side of justice until he learns something that shakes his faith
in the system in himself and in god desperate he prays begging to know god is there when a serial killer begins targeting the morally righteous
at the same time that a number of secular icons come under attack gil realizes that his prayers are being answered in a most terrifying way
Prayer 2014-06-30 if you want to write a murder mystery you have to do some research in a luxury flat in monaco john houston s
supermodel wife lies in bed a bullet in her skull houston is the world s most successful novelist the playboy head of a literary empire that
produces far more books than he could ever actually write now the man who has invented hundreds of best selling killings is wanted for a
real murder and on the run from the police his life transformed into something out of one of his books and in london the ghostwriter who is
really behind those books has some questions for him too
Research 2010 the prague fatale is bernie gunther s eighth outing set in prague in 1942 it delivers all the fast paced and quick witted action
that we have come to expect from philip kerr it is an outstanding thriller by a writer at the top of his game
A Quiet Flame 2013 it is 1956 on the french riviera a world weary bernie gunther is working as concierge at the grand hotel st jean cap
ferrat living under a false name the riviera retains its louche glamour even in these gloomy post war years a sunny place for shady people
bernie plays bridge to stave off boredom and misses his old detective life then his past walks through the door in the shape of harold hennig a
former captain in the nazi security service bernie never forgets a face especially when it belongs to a mass murderer who in 1945 was
responsible for the deaths of thousands among them a woman bernie loved since the war hennig has enjoyed a lucrative career as a
blackmailer hennig s target on the cote d azur is a famous resident with a dark past and plenty to hide the writer somerset maugham
Prague Fatale 2016 bernie gunther is back on the mean streets of berlin with his new partner bruno stahlecker another ex police officer but
on a seemingly straightforward stakeout bruno is killed and bernie suddenly finds himself tapped for a much bigger job a serial sex murderer is
killing aryan teenage girls in berlin and what s worse he s making utter fools of the police gunther is forced to accept a temporary post in
obergruppenfuehrer reinhard heydrich s state security service with a team of men underneath him tasked purely with hunting the killer but can
he trust his team any more than he can trust his superiors
The other side of silence [Spoken word] [MP3 CD]. 2015 three outstanding historical thrillers in one superb volume treat yourself to the
further adventures of bernie gunther the iconic detective one of the greatest anti heroes ever written lee child kerr s bernie gunther novels are
modern classics simon sebag montefiore the one from the other munich 1949 amid the chaos of defeat it s home to all the backstabbing
intrigue that prospers in the aftermath of war a place where a private eye can find a lot of not quite reputable work it s work that fills
bernie with disgust but it also fills his sorely depleted wallet then a woman seeks him out her husband has disappeared she s not looking to
get him back he s a monster she just wants confirmation that he s dead it s a simple enough job but in post war germany nothing is simple a
quiet flame posing as an escaping nazi war criminal bernie gunther arrives in buenos aires and having revealed his real identity to the local
chief of police discovers that his reputation as a detective goes before him a young girl has been murdered in circumstances that strongly
resemble bernie s final case as a homicide detective with the berlin police a case he had failed to solve the chief of police suspects that the
murderer may be one of thousands of ex nazis who have fetched up in argentina since 1945 who better therefore than bernie gunther to help
him track that murderer down if the dead rise not winner of the cwa historical dagger berlin 1934 the nazis have been in power for just
eighteen months but already germany has seen some frightening changes as the city prepares to host the 1936 olympics jews are being expelled
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from all german sporting organisations a blatant example of discrimination forced to resign as a homicide detective bernie is now house
detective at the famous adlon hotel two bodies are found one a businessman and the other a jewish boxer as bernie digs to discover who
killed them he unearths a plot that finds its violent conclusion twenty years later in pre revolutionary cuba
The Pale Criminal 2011 one of the greatest anti heroes ever written lee child as berlin prepares for the 1936 olympic games bernie is caught
between violently opposing factions in a story that comes full circle in 1950s cuba berlin 1934 the nazis have been in power for just
eighteen months but already germany has seen some frightening changes as the city prepares to host the 1936 olympics jews are being expelled
from all german sporting organisations a blatant example of discrimination forced to resign as a homicide detective with berlin s criminal
police bernie is now house detective at the famous adlon hotel two bodies are found one a businessman and the other a jewish boxer as bernie
digs to unearth the truth he discovers a vast labour and construction racket designed to take advantage of the huge sums the nazis are
spending to showcase the new germany to the world it is a plot that finds its dramatic and violent conclusion twenty years later in pre
revolutionary cuba
Field Gray 2020-06-25 bernie gunther kerr s beloved protagonist takes center stage in this fast paced twist filled historical thriller that
turns his acclaimed german trilogy into a surprise laden quartet
Berlin Noir 2: Further Adventures of Bernie Gunter 2015 in 1941 prague private detective bernie gunther must sort through a roomful of
murderous high ranking nazi party members to discover who killed a young member of reinhard heydrich s staff by the author of field gray
The Lady from Zagreb 2010 bernie gunther has been arrested and imprisoned on the isle of pines cuba the year is 1954 there he meets castro
and a french intelligence officer thibaud who liaises between the cia and french intelligence bernie finds himself flown back to berlin and another
prison cell with a proposition work for the french or hang for murder back cover
If the Dead Rise Not 2008 ex policeman bernie gunther thought he d seen everything on the streets of 1930s berlin but then he went freelance
and each case he tackled sucked him further into the grisly excesses of nazi subculture and even after the war amidst the decayed imperial
splendour of vienna bernie uncovered a legacy that made the wartime atrocities look lily white in comparison page 4 of cover
The One from the Other 2019-10-03 in 1942 there are many worse places to be than zurich and detective bernie gunther has seen his fair
share of them so when a superior asks him to track down a glamorous german actress believed to be hiding in zurich he takes the job not that
he has much choice the superior is goebbels himself soon bernie finds himself involved in something much more sinister the actress it emerges is
the daughter of a fanatical croatian fascist the sadistic commandant of a notorious concentration camp and the swiss police have a cold
case that they want bernie to take a look at one that seems to have connections to some powerful people back in the reich the lady from
zagreb is another inimitable bernie gunther investigation from philip kerr a rich dark and fast paced adventure of a nightmarish time and a
lonely indomitable hero
Metropolis 2012-04 the first novel in philip kerr s acclaimed historical mystery series when private investigator bernie gunther agrees to
track down some stolen jewels his search takes him down the dangerous streets of pre world war 2 berlin and into the path of the most
influential players in nazi germany wisecracking cop turned private investigator bernie gunther specializes in missing persons and as the third
reich s power has grown bernie has become a very busy man but as he takes on cases involving millionaire industrialists stolen diamonds and
hitler s most powerful cronies bernie finds himself mired in the brutality and corruption of a country on the brink of war hard hitting fast
paced and richly detailed march violets is noir writing at its blackest and best
Prague Fatale 2011 one of the greatest anti heroes ever written lee child snap up all 14 novels in the bestselling bernie gunther series in one
great value volume ex policeman bernie gunther thought he d seen everything on the streets of 1930s berlin but then the nazis came to power
and bernie realised the most dangerous criminals were the ones in charge follow the tough sharp witted detective as he investigates serial
killings political assassination blackmail and war crimes in germany and beyond praise for philip kerr kerr s bernie gunther novels are modern
classics simon sebag montefiore kerr leads us through the facts of history and the vagaries of human nature tom hanks one of the greatest
master story tellers in english alan furst one of the most memorable and original characters the sunday times bitterly darkly funny sunday
herald
Field Grey 1993 the prague fatale is bernie gunther s eighth outing set in prague in 1942 it delivers all the fast paced and quick witted
action that we have come to expect from philip kerr it is an outstanding thriller by a writer at the top of his game
Berlin Noir 2015-04-07 this book represents the first extended consideration of contemporary crime fiction as a european phenomenon
understanding crime fiction in its broadest sense as a transmedia practice and offering unique insights into this practice in specific european
countries and as a genuinely transcontinental endeavour this book argues that the distinctiveness of the form can be found in its related
historical and political inquiries it asks how the genre s excavation of europe s history of violence and protest in the twentieth century is
informed by contemporary political questions it also considers how the genre s progressive reimagining of new identities forged at the
crossroads of ethnicity gender and sexuality is offset by its bleaker assessment of the corrosive effects of entrenched social inequalities
political corruption and state violence the result is a rich vibrant collection that shows how crime fiction can help us better understand
the complex relationship between europe s past present and future seven chapters are available open access under a creative commons
attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com
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